
Abnormal or the New Normal?
• The Abnormal Yield Curve

• The yield curve is no longer inverted but continues to reflect the 
pressures of an increasingly yield-thirsty world

• Trade, Geopolitics and Business Sentiment 
• Trade and geopolitical uncertainty continue to have a notable effect 

on business sentiment

• Not the Worst Earnings Season
• Q3 earnings are beating expectations but still indicating a continuation 

of the earnings recession
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The Abnormal Yield Curve

• Yield Curve No Longer Inverted. The U.S. Treasury curve has historically been a
reliable recession indicator – inversions (when shorter-maturity bonds out-yield
longer-maturity bonds) have typically preceded recessions and associated bear
markets. The most reliable indicator, the spread between 3mo and 10yr Treasuries,
was inverted for a good portion of 2019, but has normalized over the past few weeks
as the de-escalation of trade/Brexit risks prompted 10yr yields to drift higher.

• Yield Curve Still Not-So-Normal. All things considered, although the yield curve is no
longer inverted, it still remains relatively flat. When compared to the average shape
of the curve over the past 20 years, there appears to be little compensation for
investors to take longer-term interest risk. Part of the reason the curve remains so flat
is due to the proliferation of negative yielding debt across the globe. More than $13
trillion of global debt currently trades at negative yields, so in some cases, U.S.
Treasuries are one of the only risk-free, developed market bonds offering any yield.
This has led to outsized demand, keeping rates at historically low levels.

• More Rate Cuts May Further Normalize the Curve. The shorter-end of the Treasury
curve is mostly the domain of the Federal Reserve, which can influence interest rates
there via changes in the federal funds rate. Current pricing in the Fed Funds Futures
market implies an 88% chance the Fed cuts rates for the third time this year at its
meeting next week and a 52% probability of one more in January. All else equal, if
short-term Treasuries reprice at lower yields, the curve may steepen further.
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Yield Curve Normalizing, Though Far From Normal

Chart of the Week:
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The yield curve is no longer inverted but continues to reflect 
the pressures of an increasingly yield-thirsty world
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Trade and geopolitical uncertainty continue to have a 
notable effect on business sentiment

Q3 earnings are beating expectations but still indicating a 
continuation of the earnings recession
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Not the Worst Earnings Season 

• Earnings Season Beating Low Expectations. As approximately 15% of companies
have reported, 84% of S&P 500 companies have reported a positive EPS surprise and
64% have reported a positive revenue surprise. Analysts’ earnings expectations have
been on the rise, having seen a respite from months of focus around trade, interest
rates and politics (and the sometimes unsettling intersection of all three).

• Earnings Recession Expected to Continue Through Q3. The blended year-over-year
growth in earnings, which combines actual results with analyst expectations for
companies that have yet to report, stands at a 4.8% decline. This will mark the first
time the index has reported three straight quarters of year-over-year declines in
earnings since Q4 2015 to Q2 2016. Leading the decline are the oil, gas and
consumable fuels in the energy sector as well as semiconductors from the
information technology sector of the economy.

• Weaker Consumer Spending Based on Retail Sales. The Census Bureau reported
retail-sales data for September two weeks ago and showed a slowdown at the
margin in consumer spending from earlier this year. Core retail spending this year,
excluding autos, experienced substantial growth in recent months. That, however,
slowed to 0.2% growth in August, and further to a 0.1% decline in September.
Although this does not mean the risk of recession is imminent, it does suggest the
consumer may no longer in a position to fully offset weakness in business investment
in this ongoing long expansion.

Trade, Geopolitics, and Business Sentiment  

• The U.S. and China - Deal or No Deal. A trade deal could alleviate headwinds and
uncertainty that restrains the current ongoing expansion. However, Phase 1 of last
week’s deal was received with a healthy dose of skepticism. Many of the details
remain unclear; neither are the means of enforcement, which may allow room for
the deal to fall through before it reaches other phases. Uncertainty regarding trade
policy should remain elevated, with this trade agreement serving more like a cease-
fire than an end to the trade war.

• The Unexpected Brexit Vote. Investors hoped for a resolution to the Brexit drama, as
U.K. Prime Minister struck a new deal with the E.U. As Johnson held a vote on the
deal, he suffered a setback when the M.P.s instead backed an amendment aimed
at ruling out a no-deal Brexit forcing Johnson to ask for another extension. Johnson
plans to make it clear the M.P.s have the choice between his deal or a no-deal
Brexit. However, this is just a continuation of kicking the can down the road as
uncertainty will likely remain in the weeks ahead.

• Trade and Geopolitical Uncertainty Effect on Business Sentiment. In October, the
Conference Board reported a CEO Confidence Index of 34, the lowest reading
since Q1 2009 when it was at 30. Economic uncertainty spiked over the summer,
weakening business sentiment and capital expenditures were mostly driven by
increasingly complex geopolitical risks, including tensions in global trade. As issues
become less muddy in the near-term, we will likely see business sentiment improve,
which could provide a tailwind for global economic growth.
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